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About This Content

This is a collection of supplementary content for kuso.

kuso Original Soundtrack
• A full 26 track soundtrack composed by James Bennett. Comes in 320kbps MP3 format with a runtime of about 72 minutes.

Fred's Notebook
• During the development of kuso, Fred kept a notebook of his ideas and sketches for the game. This is a scanned version of the

notebook in PDF form.

Wallpapers
• 7 Wallpapers and Variations for use on your desktop.

Avatars
• 7 Avatars and Variations for use on Steam or other platforms.

Soundtrack Tracklist (Runtime: 01:11:43)
01 - Retro
02 - Deep

03 - Summer
04 - Spooky

05 - Halo
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06 - Hula
07 - Astro
08 - Ergo

09 - Sunset
10 - Eastern
11 - Twinkly
12 - Meteor
13 - Strut

14 - Grampa
15 - Slumber
16 - Slumber
17 - Octane
18 - Skipper
19 - Tuxedo
20 - Mirage
21 - Clock
22 - Tundra
23 - Wizard
24 - Neptune

25 - Razor
26 - Nucleus
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You never bore me, Monstercat!! :-D
Amazing talented artists. I wish someday I could join you. :,-D
10\/10 Must buy.. MEESA LIKE GAME. YOUSA BUY GAME OKEEDAY?. Fun indie game.
Worth trying.. Point and click puzzle adventure that is fun and short.. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only
on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this
only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy
this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale.
buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on
sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale. buy this only on sale.. Literally the worst game I have played in my entire life.

10/10
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Cute little game with lots of personality.
My young children enjoy it as well (even though they don't get it, of course).
It's very short (it can be beat in less than an hour), so some people might be disappointed about that.. 100% Completion Review

A fairly simple, yet fun game. Reminds me of those flash games where you send waves of troops to each others base where
troops battle in the middle. The game has a very decent upgrade system, although sometimes you may need to grind a few levels
for upgrades to progress in the further levels/difficulties. There can be some strategy to the game; chosing the correct units,
when to send to support one another and you have to defend your droids as they go out to harvest resources. The game is fairly
short, but if you want to 100% it it's a great little time waster and challanging to beat on hardest difficulty.. Great relaxing
experience, defo worth the download. Can't wait till more features are added, many thanks to the Devs!. If you're interested in
doing complete rebuilds of cars, but you don't want to spend hours playing this game building up your xp first, then this is the
DLC for you.

I completely understand the progression and the intentions behind it but personally the appeal for me has always been taking a
beat up old car and turning it into a dream machine.

The sandbox option means that you don't have to grind for hours to unlock the parking lot and various other structures, you can
jump straight into the good stuff.

The only complaint I would have is that you shouldn't really have to pay for DLC to get a sandbox option, since it takes almost
nothing from the dev to unlock this in the base game. They basically just need to start you off with a load of XP.. did not see
any thing in this game new at all what are you talking about anew upgrade its the same old game. I can't install it! Help me!. I
really enjoyed this little auto runner game. Not a type of game I have played before but nice and relaxing. I played it over a few
days and my playtime represents completing the game with 100% achievements. There were enough new dynamics to avoid
feeling repitive every few levels. An overall good experience.. This game is terrible.. Alright, I will go as far as say I would
recommend this.
It's a good concept that adds some nice tuned versions of the existing cars.

The let-down is that each of these vehicles is treated as an entirely seperate vehicle that you must buy seperately.

Hoping that in the future these modded vehicles just become mods to the base vehicles.
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